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'School for Lovers'

NEWS
BRIEFS
Patrolman Wane Bunting of tht
UMO police department graduated
from the bask police school at the
Maine Criminal Justice Academy. in
Watersilk on Tan. 30. According to
BrsaqHilchey . assistant director of the
UMO department of police and safets.
Bunting graduated as the top pupil in
his class. The ten week course in police
work included tsso three-credit courses.
one in criminal law and one in criminal
investigating. Hilchey said seven
full-time workers on the force base
attended classes at the academy which
is located at the former St. Thomal
College.
Donald Stratton. music instructor at
UMO. is one of 2- composers whose
work will be presented during the 12th
annual Symposium of Contemporary
Musk (or Bram% at Georgia State
University in Atlanta Feb. 21-23
Stratton's The Bel.ilk Paposs'• for
mixed chorus and brass quartet will be
presented dunng the opening program
Fnday. Feb. 21. Stratton's composition
was chosen from almost 100 submitted
to the annual competition and was one
of only two selected from New England
A simulcast program if chilin and
harpsichord music will he broadcast
.in Maine public telex ision channels
Monday. Feb. 10 at
p.m and of
FM outlets of MPBN. The simulcast
allwos viewers to watch "Studio
television.
Concert •• on
while
listening in stereo to the same
program. Carol Lieberman tsf the
Bangor Symphony will play an
authentic Baroque yitilin in the st le
of its period. while Mari Knoll %sill
play a William Dowd Harpsichord. a
reproduction of the classic Int
century Pascal Taskin instrument
The Nlaine ‘gricultural F xperiment
Station
Iret,cs in Maine.
or the probsibilit \ I if late spring and
early 'fall low temperatures.
Is a
publication specifically aimed at people
in agriculture, recreation. construction
and forest industries to whom the
freeze-free period is important. But it
max also be a source of interest to
people who like to compare notes on Just
how old it malls is. The publication is
packed with tables providing statistics
on temperatures ranging from zero to 32
degrees and their last appearance in the
spring and first showing in the fall from
forty -fix e weather stations widely
scattered through Maine. The bulletin
represents only a part of a larger studs
being conducted cooperatively by the
U.S. Department of Commerce. ESSA
and the Northeastern States Agricultural Experiment Stations. •
February and April dates have been
set for three workshops on developing
communication skills A hich will he
I. MO s Bureau if Public
offered b‘
Administration ! • state and local
4,,‘ernrncnt personnel. St. Paul's
Center in Augusta will be the site of the
first workshop Feb. 26-28 and one April
23-25. Another April 16-18 workshop
will be conducted in York Counts at a
place to be announced. Participants in
the workshops will examine means to
•mprove the w AVS in which the \
communicate with other people in
gix mg instructions, solving problems
and getting work done. Registrations
may be sent to the BPA office at 162
College Axe.. one week prior to each
workshop.

Opera theatre performs Mozart
By Betts Bangs
The fourth UMO opera theatry will be
presented in Hauck Auditorium Feb. .1.
and 7 before going on a statewide tour the
following week.
Mozart's Cosi Fan Tutte." translated
"School for Lovers." will appear Feb. 9 at
Cape Elizabeth High School. Feb. 10 at the
Waterville Opera House. and Feb. 12 at
Houlton High School.
Dr. Ludlow Hallman. opera workshop
director said the six member cast are all
UMO students The 2' member orchestra
was chosen from the most proficient
students in the music department. When
students
not
were
good
enough.
professional musicians were hired from the
outside. explained Hallman. This is the
first time the opera has hired professionals
to appear.

The music of the nearly 200 year-old
opera was written by Mozart. The words
were written by Lorenzo Da Ponte. The
dialogue in this opera, called rechitic. is a
sort of "sung speech." said Hallman.
"All ot the opera is sung. there is no
dialogue as some operas contain."
Hallman defines opera as merely meaning
a play set to music.
The two-and-a-half hour opera will be
done in English.
It is a funny WAY and I think it warrants
the students- understanding of what is
going
. Hallman said.

girls are marching in their wedding
ceremony. when suddenly the soldiers'
marching music is heard and all is
disrupted.
After an attempt at hiding what had
happened the story: comes out into the
open. All is forgiven and. supposedly. the
losers, and esen the maid. ha.c. learned
lesson in the end.
All of this happens in 24 hours, which
makes it rather unbehesahle.
• "It doesn't bother me that it is such a
short period of time, the point is made with
exaggeration. said Hallman. but it does
cause the play to be more unreaslitic."
The production will use the English
translation of Ruth And Thomas Martin.
who have translated mans standard operas
into English. The fully -staged opera is

Folksmger Holly Near. recenils returned
from a tour of Vietnam and Indochina. will
trek to Orono Thursday for a performance
at the Rani's Horn Coffeehouse at 8 p.m.
Near. a 25-sear-old name of Ukiah. Calif.
will be accompanied by writer-pianist Jeff
Langley.

GROUP MUSK
LESSONS—will
start in the Memorial Union on Feb.
10 and last for ten weeks Folk
guitar. recorder and bagpipes will be
offered. Classes arc limited and
there is a registration fee. Sign up
now in the Director's Office 1st floor.
Memorial Union.
TUESDAY. FEB. 4
WOMEN'S SKIING TEAM—at
('ME. State Series,
MEMORIAL UNION TOPICS—
"Energy: Options and Alternatiyes." Bangor Lounge. Memorial
Union. - p.m.
BRIDGE—Memorial Union,
P.m.
OPERA
THEA FRE—Mozart•s
"( osi Fan Tutte.- Hauck Auditori
um. 8:15 p.m.

Deborah Smith of Springy ale and
Barbara Baker of Portland will alternate in
I. •• role of Despina. Smith will play the role
opening and closing nights at UMO Baker
plays the role the remainng nights.

Near's repertoire includes folk and blues
ballads oriented toward social problems
and commentary . Her first album. -Hang
In There". contained seyeral songs about
the war in Vietnam. including "No More
Genocide" and "GI Mo.ement-. She also
wrote "It Could Has e Been Me". which is
her newest album "hills Near. A Live
Album.- This song relates her feelings on
the Kent Statt killings of 1970,
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he soldiers are instructed to tell their
girlfriends they have been ordered to the
front and a whole stage is set to make them
believe the slot.% . When the soldiers return
disguised as Albanians. representing the
exotic male c ach tries to lure the
opposite's girlfriend.

What's on

The cast consists of: Bonny Marden. a
graduate student in music from Machias
and an Orono public school music teacher
as Fiordilig: Gloria Raymond. a senior from
Bangor as Dorabella: Ras mond Bannon. of
Cumberland Foreside. as Guglielmo: Fritz
Robinson. a sophomore from Houlton. as
Ferrando: Mark Scans of Kennebunk as
Don Alfonso

Holly Near,folksinger
corning to Ram's Horn

The story takes place in Dent. Italy. Two
Italian soldiers. Guglielmo and Ferrando.
fall in lose with two women of s irtue.
Fiordiligi and Dorabella. Don Alfonso is
the cynic in the play and causes all the
others to learn some type of lesson. The
lovers make and lose a bet of 100
sosereigns tequisalent to nearly 512.000)
with Don Alfonso. Since they do not have
the money to pay him. they base ti' follow
Altonsti•s instructions for 24 hours.

To attract the girls' attention, the
soldiers take pc ison. The doctor, the
maid in disguise. cures them with a
magnet The game goes quite far, until thc

designed and directed by Edgar A. Cyrus
of the speech department who directed last
vear's production of "Fiddler on the
Roof". Hallman is the music director anti
orchestra conductor.

A

Holly Near

WEDNESDAY. FEB. S
SANDWICH
CINEMA--Go
Faster." "Boomsselle." and "AirConditioned Comfort." North limn
Room. Memorial Union. 12 noon.
ELECTION—PIRG Board of Directors. vote in your Commons.
FILM—"Professors
&
The
Prophets." Wells Commons. 6 p.m.
HORSEMAN'S CLUB-1(X) Jennes. Hall. 6:30 p.m.
MOVIE—"The Mad Adsentures
of Rabbi Jacob." sponsored hs the
hillel Foundation. Proceeds to go to
the Organization for Soviet Jewelers.
Bangor Cinema. 6:45 p.m.
UMO CHE,SS CLUB—Bumps
Room. Memorial Uniuon.
'
p.m.
IDB MOVIE—"19/44". 130 Little
Hall. 7 and 9730 p.m.
FLYTYING
CLASS—Totman
Room, Memorial Union. p.m.
RAM'S HORN COFFEEHOUSE—
Bizarre original instrument contest.
Prizes. Inquire for details at
Coffeehouse.

former member of "Hair's- New York
cast. Near has won critical acclaim for her
work in tek•cision and film. Her TY
appearance, include rok•• on "All in the
Famil ." "Room 222". and "The Mod
Squad.•. On the film side, she appeared in
"The Slaughterhouse Fist'." "The Magic
Garden of Stanley Sweetheart." and
"Minnie and Mosti'witi
Near and Langley are ,urrentls touring
30 U.S. cities, and the% will stop off in
Orono after a Boston pertormance.
Thursday afternoon, both performers
will be getting together with students to
discuss their stews on MUSIC, art, and
society . During these meetings. Near and
Langles will show slides of then Vietnam
trip and play some of their recordings of
Vietnamese music.
The folksingers will also tape a segment
for the Maine Public
Broadcasting
Network', "( timment'• show, seen on
WMFH-TV. channel 12. while they're on
campus.
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OPERA THEATRE—'1-osi Fan
Tutte.'• Hauck Auditorium. 8:15
p.m.
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THURSDAY. FEB. 6
MEETING—Mame Civil Liberties
Union. South Low n Room. Menional
Union. Noon to 1 p.m. Bring your
lunch.
IVCF—Bangor Room, Memorial
Union. 6:30 p.m.
FORAGING—mini-workshop
Damn Yankee.
'
p.m.
FI1.M—"1964.•• 130 Little Hall, and 9:30 p.m.
Ell.M—••L'Av‘entura••
100
Nutting Hall.
and 9:30 p.m.
Admission charge.
FILM—"Finding True Freedom.xx ith discussion following. Tot man
Room. Memorial Union. -:30 p.m.
RAM'S HORN --Holly Near. Californian folk singer, 8 p.m. Donations
requested.
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Ad hoc committee rejects
all seven catering proposals
By Mark Stadler
1 he ad hoc Food Ser.% ice Review
Committee rejected Friday all seven
proposals submitted b% various fooc1
service corporations to manage or take over
UMO's food services.
In reaching decision. the FSRC has
eliminated the threat made by the Maine
State Employes Association to initiate legal
or legislative action to prevent an% private
company from taking over the campus food
seri,ice.
The decision came with a unanimous
vote (with two members absent). to reject
the fool companies' proposals. However.
the committee decided to investigate some
of the ideas presented by. the food service
corporations. to see if they. could be
incorporated into the university's food
set-% ICC
Follow mg the vote. committee -member
Stephen Wood. a student in business
administration, reminded the committee
that although they had accomplished the
first task placed before them by President
Howard R. Neville, the% still had to
consider part two of Neville's request.
This second request is to investigate the
pos•Milities of improving the management
of the university 's food service to make it
more economical.
Wood requested that Ross Moriarty.
director of Residential Life, compile a list
of possible changes in the university's
managment of its food service. as pointed
out in some of the food %cry ite companie's
proposals. and submit this list to the
housing committee for their scrutiny-.
Moriarty replied that he would take the
suggestions to the housing committee for
student input
How e% er. some committee members
suggested that Moriarty also take the list to
the food service employ.es for their
suggestions. Moriarty- claimed this was not
necessary because the employes could
yoke their ideas under the rights granted
to them by the unoersity . After some
discussion. Moriarty agreed to also present
the list of suggestions to the food service
employes.
John Blake, vice-president for finance
committee
administration, and
and
Moriarty
after
that
suggested
chairman.
investigates managment suggestions for
improving the university's food service. he
should return to the committee with his
results. The committee could then analyze
thc ideas gathered from both students and
employees. Blake's idea was accepted by
the committee. A meeting is scheduled to
he held in approximately one month.
Blake has sent a report to Neville stating
that the committee rejected all of the food
very ice corporations proposals. and the
Lommittee is now currently investigating
to improve the present
suggest ions
managment of the university's food
service. Neville had requested the
committee to give him their recommendation for a course of action by Feb. I.
Before the committee reached its
decision Friday, Alden E. Stuart Business
manager and assistant to the treasurer,
briefly summarized the financial aspects of
each of the food service corporation's
proposals.
The three companies still under
consideration at that time were ARA Slater
Food SErvice Co.. Saga Corp.. and Seiler's
Dinning Service Management.
"In all eases they (the food service
corporations) would be more costly than
our present operation.** Stuart told the
committee. He also commented that the
financial data supplied by the companies
was often difficult to figure out
Saga Corporation's financial framework

was very vague. Stuart told the Committee
while reviewing each company's proposed
operation plan. Seiler's proposal only
provided for a management of the
university's dining facilities—at a cost
higher than the university expends under
its won management. Stuart said.
ARA Slater had a "good proposal-. he
commented, but explained "Obviously this
(Slater•s proposal) will cost more: about
$53.000 more than we're projecting for
next year.•• For academic year 1974-75. the
dormitory food service and the Union
dining facilities oeprate at a projected cost
of S3.887.290.
After Stuart reviewed the financial
aspects of each company's management
plan. the committee discussed the three
remaining proposals. and decided to reject

all three. 1 he committee agreed that none
of the plans submitted by any of thc private
firms could operate the university's food
service at a cost of less than what the
university is now expending.
Blake commented that the Maine Cost
Management Survey felt that the
university was doing a good job of
managing its food service operations. The
committee pointed out that most of the big
universities in the country have thier own
food managment. and do not employ food
very ice corporations.
The committee also chose to reject the
proposals because they were ambiguous
about the quality of food and service they
were ambiguous about the quality of food
and service they would provide for UMO
maintained
students. The committee

that the residential food service and
Memorial Union's dining facilities have
high standards of quality, and wet- leary of
lovy chug these standards.
Wood. speaking for UMO students,
believed that students are satisfied with
the present quality. of food and service they
rece;ve int he commons. Wood explained
that students fear an increase in the cost of
food service and hence an increase in room
and hoard expenses, or a decrease in the
quality of the food to maintain current
Sheila Brown, a second-year associate
service
food
in
candidate
degree
management and the other student
representative 4in the committee was not
able to attend the last two committee
meetings.

Orono senator
files bill to add
student trustee

an ticipa ting change

To aid chancellor search

Citizen panel appointed
UM Trustee Chairperson Jean Sampson
of a
appointment
the
announced
panel
14- member citizen's advisory
Monday that will aid the trustees'
five-member search committee charged
with finding a new UM chancellor.
The 34 names had been selected and
approved by the trustees prior to their
Meeting at BCC last Wednesday, but were
not released until each nominee confirmed
that he or she would be able to serve on the
panel.
Dr. Robert Strider, current president of
Colby College. was named chairman of the
panel, which will operate out of what was
formerly the chancellor's Portland office,
located at 228 Deering Ave. in Portland.
The advisory panel includes 14 private
citizens and 20 representatives from the

university. Student senate President
Jeanne Bailey will serve as the student
representative from UMO. and Prof. John
W. Hakola of the history department will
serve as UMO's faculty representative.
Each of the six other campuses in the
Super-U have one student and one faculty
member on the panel.
lhe six other university representatives
include a graduate student. Richard Hunt.
from UM(); a representative from York
County Community College Services. a
representative from the chancellor's
office university-wide services; two representatives from the professional and
adminstrative staff council; and one
representative from the Classified Employes Advisory Council, Helen Foss of
UMO.

A bill to put a student representative on
the uniyersity's Board of Trustees was filttd
in Augusta last week by Orono Senator Ted
Curtis
The bill, though not in its final form.
calls for a 15 member board. including 13
memhcrs appointed by the governor with
"ady ice and consent- of the Executive
Count il. 1.he two other members would be
the Commissioner of Education and
Cultural Services as an ex officio voting
member and a student representative.
appointed by the governor "with the
advice and consent of the counsil upon
nommaiton by the University of Maine
Organization of Student Governments."
1 he student representative would serve
a five year term while the other 13
members serve seven-year terms. The bill
also %%mild require the student representative to be a "duly -enrolled undergraduate
student in the University of Maine or have
received an undergraduate degree from
the university not more than two years
prior to appointment."
The student representative would not be
eligible for reappointment as a student
trustee. but would be eligible for later
appointment as one of the 13 other
trustees. The 13 other trustees currently
are eligible for reappointment only once,
and they must retire at age 'O.
Ant vacancies will be filled by the
governor, the bill says, and trustees shall
serve without pay. but will receive traveling
and other expenses "incurred in the
performance of their official duties.''
UMO graduate Ted O'Meara. former
student senate vice-president, has helped
Curtis draw up the preliminary draft. As a
staff assistant for the legislative research
committee. O'Meara will be continuing to
develop the hill in Augusta..
Student Senate President .11.anne Bailey
has also contributed to the bill's
formulation. She speculates the bill will
have a "pretty fair chance- of passage in
this legislature
Bailey and other UM students will be
sohcting system-wide student input before
the bill's completion. and she hopes to
arrange a special meeting of Student
Association of Maine next week.
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Curtis reconsiders I
sponsorship of bill
by Kate Arno
Orono Scnator led Curtis '.aid N'esterdas
he has serious reservations about sonic
parts of the collective bargaining bill he
has filed and hinted he ma % withdraw as
the bill's sponsor.
Speaking to an assembly of faculty
members from the College of Arts and
Scivnces. Curtis said he questions the
structure of bargaining units, the strike
provision. lack of student input and a cost
item clause included in the bill.
The bill. co-sponsored by Millinocked
Sen. Charles P. Pra% and filed last week.
would extend collecti%e bargaining rights
to university employees.
Drawn up bY the Labor Relations Service
Foundations of
Augusta. the
bill
represents input from seyeral of the states
labor groups and um% ersity representatives.
Curtis said he offered to sponsor the bill
but now is dissatisfied v%ith the structure of
the six systemwide bargaining units it
proposes.
Unless the Orono campus is united in a
bargaining unit. he said "its
single
interests will al% a% s be oy erridden if other
campuses find the% ha% e a common
identity .
1 he Orono senator also questioned the
desirability of a pros ision guaranteeing the
qualified right to strike. Under the
proposed legislation. the right to strike is
guaranteed to all employees after the
adyisor% decision of the arbitrators has
been considered. "provided that a
restraining order or temporary
or
permanent injunction may be granted in a
case involving a strike
it) poses a clear
and present danger to the public health
and safety ...••
According to Curtis. if the strike
provision is authorized. it would be the first
time state employees have been given the
right to strike.
The Orono senator said he was "like
Calvin Coolidge. who urged we be careful
before authorizing the right to strike
against the public."
Curtis also complained that what "poses
a clear and present danger to the public
health and safety" is not clarified in the
bill.
Curtis also complained about the vague
wording of a clause requiring cost items to
be submitted for inclusion in the
governor's budget within 10 days after the
date on which the agreement is ratified Iv%
the parties involved. Curtis said it is not
clear whether the governor is required to
include in his budget the cost items from

the collect iv e bargaining and so there is no
guarantee the legislature would even see
them.
Curtis also termed the lack of student
unput in the bill "a serious concern."
"Since they will suffer from the impact
of price hikes inyolved in an collective
bargaining. students should he represented in the bargaining.- Curtis said.
He said that during the hearings before
the legislatiye labor committee. he will be
prepared to submit amendments to the bill
concerning these problems. He explained.
though. that one of the bill's authors was
alarmed at his plans and suggested Curtis
•'was not the man for the job tot sponsoring
the bill).••

Sen. Ted Curtis addressed the arts and sciences
facultv at a meeting Utinday

Cites personal reasons

Simon,president of SAM,resigns
Peter Simon, founder and president of
the 'Student Association of Maine (SAM)
opfficiall% resigned at the organization's
Jan. 25 meeting. Simon said "personal
reasons'. were the main cause for his
decision. Mike Boy son of Colby College
has succeeded Simon as president.

o.oer position is held on a rotating basis.
Bailey said SAM hopes to recommend
some of the general educational plans set
forth by the now -defunct post-secondary
education planning commission. Collective
bargaining and the new review of PIRG's
financing method are two issues SAM is
currently working on

Simon headed SAM since its inception in
April. 14-4. when the student representatives meeting at BCC passed a resolution
calling for a united voice in politics from
Maine'
s post-secondary students.

"We will he supporting PIRG both
financially and morally ." said Bailey.
"pointing out to others the values of PIRG
as a research organization ••

SAM's representation consists of two
delegates from each college campus in
Maine. the head of the campus's student
government and one other representative.
It functions as a lobbying force in the
legislature, acting for such legislation as
the pending hitchhiking bill.
Student senate President Jeanne Bailey
is UMO's current SAM representative. the

Batley
also
cited
the
potential
representation of SAM. With 32.000
post-secondary students in the state. SAM
could ideally have a constituency the sue of
Lew 1ston

SAM meetings are held on an irregular
basis in tentrallv located areas. The first
three meetings were organized at BCC(k t.
2h. Dec. 13 and Jan. 25. The next will be
held at Colby College, Waterville, March

"When you consider Maine's population
of a little under a million people. that is
quite a percentage we're representing."
Bailey added.

Bailey said SAM now has 12 member
Lampuses. but expects the number to
intlude :Mot the 15 post -secondary schools
eventually
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Majority of faculty endorse letter grade system

has
ow
I% eh
and

A recent poll of UMO faculty shows a
sizeable majority of them fayor
the
current letter grading system. or a slight
variation of it.
Sixty -three point eight per cent of the
faculty prefened either the present letter
grade system (35 5 per cent) or plus and
minus letter grades (28.3 per cent).
Approximately 24.5 per cent endorsed a
numerical grade system and less than
seven per cent preferred a no grade or
pass-fail option.
The poll. conducted last month by the
academic affairs committee of the Council
of Colleges stemmed from a request by Life
Science and Agriculture faculty to consider
changing UMO's current grading system.
In their original request. the ISA faculty
asked the present letter grade system be
converted to a numerical sy stem, based on
100 with tiO as the minimum passing grade.
Returns of the sunes tabulated last
week showed only 58 per cent of LSA
faculty fay ored the numerical svstem.
Approximately '5 per cent of the 415
faculty respondents answered negatively
yr. hen asked if they favored a numerical
system.
Thc poll asked faculty members to
consider such grading policies as a no
grade ystem. a pass-fail system. the
present system of letter grades. plus and
minus letter grades. a numerical system.
and any write-in suggestions.
Most of the write-in comments were
what academic affairs committee chairman
Eugene A. Maw hinney called "applicative
yariations.- of the established grading
system. Several write-ins recommended
different grading systems he applied to
major and non-major work. or graduate
yersus undergraduate courses.
is confident the (itiestion-
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naire is an accurate measure of faculty.
attitudes. He emphasized. - with the
sun ey. the faculty had an honest %chicle to
express thier opinions. all possible major
systems were included on the questkmnaire.••
The task now facing the committee is to
find some grading system that will be
agreeable to the unisersity. -We're
looking for some sort of acceptable
medium.•• Maw hinney realizes that "not
everyone will he satisfied... but by opting
for some acceptable compromise, a greater
number will support the decision.
"The committee is very anxious to hear
from students. I would be very happy to
have a student survey...But I'm not sure
how this would be obtained it's a massive
undertaking." said the chairman.
It is doubttul that any recommendation
will be made by the committee until spring.
Once a recommendation is formulated, the
proposal yvill go back to the Council of
Colleges for approval, an then to the
Dean's Council for action and possible
modffication. The proposal ssill then be
presented to the President Howard R.
Neville for final consideration.
In the mean time. the committee mill be
carefully weighing all inputs-from faculty
and student reactions, to a detailed
examination of the history and practices of
various grading systems.
The request to reconsider the changes in
the grading system is not new. According
to Frederick E. Hutchinson. Dean of the
College of LS&A.. "This conies up
periodically...Man% faculty members have
alviass felt that it would be a lot easier to
have a numerical grading system.Because many LS&A faculty members
grade on a numerical basis throughout the
semester and then cony ert the final grade

Dependable Maytags!

to a letter gratIc. thev feel the present
system create, extra V.ork and does not
fatrly es aluate a student', ak hicy ement.
'It's not that they don't like the letter

PAUL'S PIZZA HOUSE
12 Mill. Street, Orono. Main(
FREE DELIVERY TO TUIE CAMPUS
Tel. 866-1171

Tel. 866-413S

PIZZA & HOT OVEN GRINDERS
EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
WEDGE OF PIZZA & BEER ON TAP
Remember the name you'll never forget the taste-

PIZZA 'is
Plain
Onion
Pepper
Pepper-Onion
Mushroom
Salami
Sausage
Pepperoni
Hamburg
Anchovies
Pastrami
Ham
Bacon
Two-way comb
Three-way comb.
House Special

S1.05
1.20
1.30
1.40
1.55
1.55
1.55
1 55
1.55
1.55
1.55
1.55
1.55
1.75
2.00
2.25

GRINDERS
Lge
Salami
S140
Meatless
1.30
Genova Salami
1.50
Meat Ball
1.50
Sausage
1.50
Tuna Fish
1.65
Ham
1.50
Italian
1.50
Roast Beef
1.95
Pastrami
1.95
Ham & Egg
1.65
Pepper & Egg
1 65

85
80
90
90
90
1 00
.90
.90
1.15
1.15
1.00
1.00

SPAGHETTI
With Sauce
With Meat Bail
With Sausage

$t 50
1 75
1 75
35cents
30cents

Extra Cheese
extra Meat

•Automatic Washers
•Halo-of-Heat Dryers
•Portable Washers
and Dryers
'Portable or Built in
Dishwashers
•Disposers, to,

1

grade system. Hutchinson explained.
'thus just think the numerical system is a
lot better...

YOUR TAIL WILL
LOOK GREAT IN...

M 'II SI

\46 CENTER ST. BREWER TEL. 989-3850 )

"THE QUIK PIC'R UPPER"
An Interview
with Mr. Quik
(part two)
MANY NEW FANTASTIC
A Zoom -I'm tired.
0 From what, Mr. Ouik?
A. From stocking as fast as the UMO students buy
I need a Cluik Pic'r upper.
0. I've got just the thing.

A.
0.
A.
0.

I'm supposed to say that
Say what?
"I've got just the thing.
Than say it.
A. I've got just the thing. Zoom. Zoom. Zoom.
Open 7 Days a Week 365 Days a year

QUIK PIC FOODLAND
ORONO - BANGOR

SHIRTS IN WESTERN
EMBROIDED.AND HOODED STYLES

B•

Bargains

BOiTO
ig
N
30-32 Main

t. Bangor

OWTIedt by Iry Broder

IMAOGINes '46

Corduroy Bell Bottoms
Denim Bell Bottoms
Corduroy Jackets
Denim Jackets

Corduroy Straight Legs
Denim Straight Legs
Chambray Shirts
Sport Shirts

The.Grwtest seiectior
of Levi's we have ever
nad. and all neatly
arranged by size for
easy shopping so
no matter what your
size, shape or taste
WE GOT YOU COVERED-
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Reverse exploitation runs rampant
at King Legs fest
Story and

otogro ph s

Al it hoe!

A JIM

Planned as a parody of television's multitude of
beauty contests, and promoted as an effort to "help
stamp out male chauvinism... Somerset Hall held its
first "King Legs" contest Thursday night.
Close to 100 people crowded into the Somerset
lounge for the 45-minute competition which saw Geoff
Feiss, a sophomore arts and sciences major from
Baltimore. Maryland. emerge from the 15-man field as
"King Legs 1975."
Feiss. whose vital statistic's (thigh. knee. and calf
measures) were 192-14-14. with a 33-inch inseem,
edged out pre-contest favorite Bob Boucher of
Biddeford, Me., for the coveted title. Boucher's
chances may have been irreparably damaged when one
of the judges discovered a zit on his left leg.
The evening began just after 10 o'clock. when master
of ceremonies'Bertha Parks." played by Sally Boggs,
organizer of the contest. was introduced to the
expectant throng. She was followed by a bizzare parade
of 15 men dressed in gym shorts, suit jackets. shirts
and ties.
Dave Reid. Mr. Topsfield. Mass. 1975, drew gasps
and guffaws from the crowd when he struteed down the
make-shift runway doing an Alice Cooper parody. His
realistic costume included a mop wig. blackened eyes,
and an electric guitar.
Two contestants appeared with sayings and pictures
painted on their legs. and one. Mr. Greece. had his hair
appropriately slicked back greaser fashion.

inspecting Ow merchandise
Following the parade and a close scrutiny of each pair
of legs. the six female judges retired to choose five
finalists. During the deliberations, a technical
breakdown caused the schedule skit to be scratched.
Impromptu entertainment was provided by a group
from the fourth floor, who soon had the audience and
the MC participating in their ribald songs and cheers.
Next, each of the five finalists. Dennis Hoey of South
Portland. Boucher. Feiss. Dang Fleishman of
Pikesville.
Maryland. and
Paul
Collette of
Ashburnham, was asked to expound on the question
"What contribution can your legs make to society as a
whole and to the future world of womankind?"
The answers ranged from Boucher's hope that
•'someday one of my legs will fill a void." and Hoey's
wish to run professional track. to Feiss saying hello to
his "Mommy and Daddy."
While the judges gathered to make a final decision,
five of the ten non-finalists appeared on the runway
doing a chorus-line kick followed by a strip tease, to the
tune of Maria Muldaur's "Don't You Feel My Leg." By

King Legs 1975

the judges

eon er

`Mr. Greece'
the conclusion of the act. all five had stripped to their
gym shorts. tee-shirts, and two pasties one on each
knee.
Ms. Boggs then announced the judges decision:
Feiss was the winner: Boucher as first runner-up,
followed by Collette. Hoey. and Fleishman.
Asked how it felt to be King Legs. Feiss would only
comment that "it feels love!y."
Pageant director Boggs called the event "a qualified
success.•• She said it was "qualified'. because she had
a problem with hecklers through most of the evening.
At one point a man shouted, "Why don't you goose
someone'?" • If you want to, come on up, " Boggs
retorted pointing to the five finalists.
Russ Bragg, one of the participants, summed it up
for both the contestants and the audience when he
stated. "it was a hell of a lot of fun!••
The evening was punctuated by an ironic postscript.
After it was all over, most of the participants could be
found in front of their television sets.. watching the
Model of the Year Pageant.
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Washington Connection

Jeff W. Beebe-

The first day on the job ••• extraordinary
a busy man. who rarely misses a
floor session or a committee business
meeting.
1 was given a desk next to the
door. by my boss. who 1 am
beginning to think of its a surrogate
congressmen. the real representative. Deborah Swart/. Burke•s
executive aide. Stall1 all his mail.
(after I open it and stamp the date on
the en% elope). signs his name on
urgent papers. and decides what of
the da% 's mail shall be sent o% cr to
the committee room in the afternoon
for the congressman's perusal.
She speaks Vh ith the lobbvists who
pop in from Si. Regis. Boston
Fdison. and General Dynamics, and
to the occasional constituent who just
happens to be in town. She also
directs staff research and writing
efforts
in
persuance
of the
congressman's legislative and political interests.
For instance. "J. A.B.- as the
staffers refer to Mr. Burke. has this
"seed
billthat
he's yery
enthusiastic about. and to which I
have been
assigned
to work
exclusiyely for the next two weeks.
House resolution 280. if passed by
both houses of Congress. and signed

W as hing low Six for -Ilse a.m.. 90
cents 111 the fare box of Metrobus
number 29Z; sey en-thirty p.m.. off
the same bus in the parking lot of
Greenbrier Shopping Center. where
I left my car 13 hours earlier. In
between. my first day as
congressional intern.
It was a %cry long day. but no
longer than an aserage new %persons day at the University of Maine.
And that•% the was I like 'em.
Monda%
morning, the
first
morning which saw me out of bed
before 8 in almost six weeks. I met
the congressman. He was in the
office for about fists minutes. and
then off to the next building down
the hill. on Independence As e. to the
Ways and Means Hearing Room. I
did not see him again. urn Burke is

Dean downer
Correction
In a story on the closing of Mr. Big
that appeared in the Jan. 28 issue.
paraphrased
an
Campos
the
anon% mous
remaurateur
who
claimed that t
restaurant
on Sidi tit. in Orono "also tried
drawing crowds with bands, hut
s.!JS e it U)
Stephen Dyer. owner of Gam•
birso's said Monda% the statement is
incorrect, and that Gambino's "has
alwaYs had entertainment'' on
ThursdaY. Friday'. and Saturday
nights in their downstairs room.
DYer added that at no time during
his ownetship of the restaurant has
therc
-n no lise entertainment
ampus ;rets the error.

BeniL

To the editor.
I'm really surprised that DLS
would help a crook like John
than get rich (on second
thought.
not surprised at
all). He's already got more
money than most people in the
state of Maine will ever haYe.

Sure Dean is pushing the
matyr image now. but the fact
remains he's as guilty as the
rest; he lust decided to bail out a
'ittle sooner.

It's almost like handing Nixon
all that moneY fit muse out of the
White House or like has mg his
chauffered around in a

IA Tavern

Sun
Doug Crate

Wed-Thur
Peter Gallway
Bangor, Me

limousine at our expense.
An%
non-ignorant
person
wouldn't be caught dead paying
to listen to a crook say ''I'm not
Cf4
I submit that his speaking
engagement be canceled. Lyen
if his coming is educational or
for the purpose of hearing the
other side, who could belie% C a
liar?
\a mu Withheld by Request

ma Cantu figist
TEL: 866-2100
46 MAIN STREET ORONO

CAMP COUNSELOR OPENINGS ••••
UNDERGRADUATE STUCENTS
GRADUATE STUDENTS and FACULTY MEMBERS

.

THE ASSOC/AT/ON OF PRIVATE CAMPS

comprising ISO outstanding Boys Girls, Brother Sist•r
and Co Ed Camps, located throughout the New England. Middle Atlantic States and Canada
INVITES YOUR INQUIRIES concernanq summer employment as Head
Course ,s;rs Group Leaders. Specialtaes. General Counselors
W-ite, Phone rr Cr." in Per :L- 1

:•:.

Monts

Gifts

942-7492

Study in
GuaGalajara. Mexico
Tnie LaUtikDALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL a fully accredited UNI
VERSITY OF ARIZONA program
will offer June 30 to August 9
anthropology aft. education folklore geography. history government language 3nd literature
Tuition and fees. $190 board and
room with Mexican family S245
Write to GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SC400L 413 New Psychology
Unio!rsity of Arizona, Tucson
Arizona 85721.

Flame% Brandi,

Imported Gifts. A Wide Selection of Garden Supplies. A variety of
Tropical and Sub-Tropical Plants. Freshly cut Flowers. Corsages and
Arrangements

Winhall Hollow

Doug Crate

and in effect perpetuate a
nation-wide campus blackballing
of
these
Watergate
capitalists

Who will believe Dean?

Flowers

Fri -Sat

ut:

('ring. Burke who read it into thi
Congressional record.
Liter in the afternoon. I signed
receipt for the congressman's copie
of the fiscal 1976 federal budget
Upstairs in room 345. the shit was
hitting the fan in the congressional
budget briefing by Roy Ash. director
of the office of management and
budget. There was hardly a tremor in
the office. More mail to open. and
the morning Boston Globe came in
and some guy front General Foods on
I. treet called, and wanted me to
mail hint a copy of the seed hill.
It wasn't a spectacular day. but it
was extraordinary as I expect them
all to be. For the first time in my lity
I has c published two coniposit ion% in
two separate journals. "'00 miles
apart. on the same day . And now . as
Situ read one of them. I am listening
to Roy Ash of OMB. in the Cannon
Budding caucus room as he Oyes
staff members the Sallie briefing In
,gace yesterday to members of the
United States Congress.
.1m1 tonight, like last night. and
like tomorrow night. I will tall asleep
tnt MArobus NZ as it crosses the
Potomac river going south
Interstate 95.

It should be obvious as to why
Dean is speaking at ('MO.
While he is in the Boston area
ispeaking at Mai he might as
well grab another grand in
Maine if it's being oferred.
I think we arc morally obliged
to reject Dean's offer to speak.

To the editor:
the Boston University student body was "right on'when
the% rejected Ronald Ziegler',
bid to speak at that school. The
old adage "crime doesn't pay
don't hold much water, when
you consider how quickl% the
water criminals are cashing in.
Between hook ad% ances. maganne articles and speaking
engagments.the whole crummy
lot are becoming millionaires.
1 he students of UMO have
the same opportunity to tell
John Dean what B.U. told
Ziegler: "Go pedal your story
else% here••.

ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY AT 9 P.M.

%
.
123 L-2r2clin St

by Gerald Ford. would authorize the
Department of Agriculture to give
away free yegetable seeds to any
American who requests them. to the
tune )1 $t) million a year. It brings to
mind the sictory gardens of old. only
Cong. Burke has named his planned
mini-farms "inflation gardens.My first task was to sift through an
entire file dating back through
Agriculture committee reports of the
bv•gone 93rd Congress and old floor
speeches einicerning this bill, and
then write up a statement for Mr.
Burke to give on the Mai' of the
House of Representatives. And for
impression's sake. I had to include
two press releases, one article from
the Sunda% Washington Post and a
laudatory letter from a non-profit
nation-wide garden group working
from Connecticut.
At 12:15 a.m.. I was comfortably
digesting the files. when Miss
Swart/ said the statement was
needed before the House adtourned
at 1. Now she tells me. and there's
those deadlines. again.
But I got finished, raced across the
street. up the capitol steps to the
door of the House floor. where a
page took the statement in to

Association of Private Camps — Dept. C
SS W. 42 SC, New TM MY 10036
(212)
.
s 24S6*
" *
."!:,:sIcsNNNs'N'tts"S:30a0U•VAre.ksUiNX!:52:::W:::::::725M!:.k•Ws4MWEZONOIWs;•;•;`;`4

ALWAYS
AVAILABLE
Our Skill and
Knowlerine

AtA

MILLER DRUG
OPEN All NY SUNDAY
9 til 9
210 STATE ST
BANGOR, ME
TEL:947-8369
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attorials

A unique chance for real input
Recent developments in the progress toward
formalizing a bell that would require student
representation on the UM Board of Trustees
have gone well--as far as they have gone.
Sen. Ted Curtis' decision to actively seek a
wide range of student input before writing the
final draft of the bill was a wise one. In Curtis
UMO has always had a strong supporter in the
legislature, but more importantly to students.
Curtis has also been just as willing to see the
student angle of issues as he has been willing to
go to bat for the administration.
As we have said, we strongly support the idea
of student representation on the board--no
matter form it finally takes. As Curtis and

StoIf•
Starve Purhaw bitier
Lade Aims Illusairtim /Amu
"'clews f-ditot
lee
Rasmus Mims(ops editor
Tam ammais Sport• Frirror
Serve Ward. Graphs( Arts Dtrector
Math litmus Director at Adserttsang
Math 1111111ehaela Busanem Ilataaser
almag asap, C wrselattaw lalanager,
Naar, Oshissue amomaist. etc

The Witahmt Camas ts a seirieureeldy journal at sews
arts. and apeman pebfrshed Tuesdays and Frsda is Iry Ow
willeurs cif thr Umwersits at Maine at Oronc Edlitcnla
and busaaess offices are located re 106 Lord Hall on rite
Ovum campus Telephouse i 10 ISA I
11
Mad subscriptions within the cl.ru Inca ai •n ed States
are sea pr
, rem or IS per semestcr Distriturtion 10
dessoused pact up poems on the Onstn and Ilaitsor
campuses rs free
Letters to the editor should he addrrssed to Editor
Nis Campus. 106 Lord Hall Unreersatv at Maine
Orono. Mow 04473 Please luust all 11-t10rs to SOO word%
ar less.Thr °mum rrsersTs
nem to es* all
letters Please .an your same and address alt/smith
they wdl be withheld on request Unsorted letters.41 I/01
be pulalashed

Jeanne Bailey have noted, student
representation could take the form of current
undergraduates serving on the board only while
they're in school, or it could take several other
forms as well.
A trustee appointed as the student
representative could serve during the few years
after he or she graduates. and quite possibly still
effectively represent the student interests. This
is what would happen under Curtis present
plan. which calls for a five-year term for the
student trustee--but the senator remains open to
suggestion.
With the advent of collective bargaining for
faculty near at hand, there is yet another aspect
of this student trustee proposal to be examined.
Since there will probably be no formal student
input into faculty collective bargaining with the
university, a student representative on the board
''management• would give students at
least one avenue by which to express their
needs.
And of curse, even if the trustees decide to
seek student input during bargianing
negotiations, a student trustee would be further
insurance that student opinion is not overlooked.
In addition, the direct participation of someone
with a student-oriented outlook in trustee doings
would give their actions and decisions a balance
that is badly needed.
We urge any and all students with ideas and
suggestions for the proposed bill to contact
Curtis or Bailey. For once, the people behind the
creation of a law are seeking the input of those it
will directly affect.
It's a nice change, and it's an opportunity to
gain access to the most important
decision-making body in the university that we
students should not miss.

Waste makes
waste
It's a funny thing about wastes of time,
money. and energy-they seem to proliferate
themselves at an almost exponential rate. This is
especially true of bureaucratic structures, like
governments and university administrations.
Take, for example. the whole effort of the ad
hoc Food Service Review Committee.
As a result of what is believed by a handful of
Super-U bigwigs to be a wasteful administration
of UMO's food services, this committee was
formed initially not to examine ways improving
the efficiency of the food service, but for the
ludicrous purpose of checking out the possibility
that a private company tread profit-making)
could actually run the service cheaper than the
university does. And still retain the present
quality of the service, no less!
As many have commented, including a few
members of the committee itself, the idea that a
profit-making firm could take over the food
services and simultaneously reduce costs and
make a profit is nearly a contradiction in terms.
The simple fact is that the committee's
soliciting of bids from private companies was
only a gesture on the part of UM()officials to
satisfy the papanoids at the systems level who
are afraid to ask the legislature to fund the
university employee pay raises that the
legislature itself mandated.
Okay, it is a good idea to review the efficency
of the food services every once in a while, but it
could have been done by a simple cost analysis.
But there was no real need to solicit the bids. No
one involved expected any bid to be
accepted-even at the outset. But then, the orders
came down from on high...
Thus, six members of the UMO community
have wasted a lot of time and energy serving on a
committee designed mainly to brown-nose the
chancellors people, and other UMO critics.
What is encouraging in all this is the fact that
the committee has recognized so quickly that
with all the brown-nosing out of the way, they
can now get down to business and work on
improving the efficiency and operation of the
food services on campus.

Commentary

Mary Hamilton

Tenderfoot bemoans frozen toes
Sometimes I wonder v.hy a Boston
tenderfoot from Northeastern Uniyersity like myself ever decided to
make the perilous journey to the
frozen wasteland of Maine.
But I was yound and carefree and
needed a change That as three
weeks ago.
Now that the stark reality of
studying has finally hit, me I
remember the surds of my friend.
Weinstein. when he heard the news
of mv transfer:
"You're out of your gourd."
But I defended my intentions.
"All I'm leaving behind is the
smog." I roared. self-righteously.
His eyes narrowed behind the
he
but
glasses,
horn-rimmed
calm.
remained
"Sure, but do you realize the
shock that could gist- your nervous
system? You'd have to learn to
breath all Oyer again!"
"Very funny. Weinstein." I
sneered rather annoyed at his
tendency to stereotype everything.

'But I'm a country girl at heart.
Besides. I want to see if there is any
basis to those 'Bert and l' stories"
He pushed the horn-rims onto the
bridge of his nose.
"Well, that's great Marv, but
there are a fev. things you hay e to do
before You set out to stalk the wild
asparagus."
I furrowed my brow and stood
firm, asaiting the barrage of
Weinstein -type jokes that were sure
to follow.
"Well, first you need a pretty
good gun; something big enough to
kill all them polar bears. Then you
get two bottles of Greek brandy-"For what?"
"One for you, and one for the
Mustang. Automobiles and sub-zero
weather don't mix: but will freeze
with 92-proof rot-gut in its system.
we're discussing your
While
car .have you had it exorcised
lately?"
"You mean to get the devil out of
it?" 1 snickered.

"Don't laugh! Vo hen it starts
gurgling and spitting and making
funny noises like Mercedes McCambridge. you'll straighten up in a
burrs,"
''What No Obscenities?" I asked
playing up to him.
"Kid. when you hear your battery
going down for the third time. I'm
sure you'll think of a few words that
William Peter Blatty neYer heard
"Great. Weinstein. so what do I
do about it?"
"You find a man—perferably from
the AAA—v.ho'll say a few words
from the Good Book and get the desil
nght out of your automatic choke."
"The Good Book?"
"Sure. Chilton's Auto Repair
Manual. You'll find one in the night
table of e.erv motel room in Maine."
had
humor
His baked-bean
become to much for me, but as I
turned to leave he put his hand on

my shoulder.

"Look. Mare, I wish you all the
luck in the world. seriously . And I
didn't mean all those nasty things I
said about the bucket of holts you
call a car. either. And if you ha% e an%
problems up there, you just let me
know.."
"Thanks. Weinstein, that's yery
decent of you, but the as I feel now,
I think my first stop up there V. ill be
the infirmary.."
"The INFIRMARY!"
This time, the glasses fell off
cntirely.
"Gee, Mare. I don't know You're
out in the boon -docks. kid. I don't
think the% ha% e infirmaries, or
hospitals, or anything like that."
"So what do they do for medical
treatment up there?"
I was ready to smash the glasses
on the floor.)
"Well, I'm not sure, but before
you succumb to exposure. I hear
there's this big St Bernard named
Orly ho comes trucking along with
a keg around his neck...."
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LLetters to the editor,

New gym means savings!
To the Editor:
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Collective bargaining editorial debated
o the editor:
In
your recent editorial
concerning collective bargaining
University
tor
employees
11(atric (ampus. Jan. 21) you
CS identls oserlooked some very
important considerations which
arc necessary in understanding
the need for conceit% e bargaining.
First. you must realize that
the faculty and staff employes at
a Gill%crsit% are not there only to
pros ide education and services
to the students. They are also
there to earn a living.
Like cyeryone else. they are
trving to provide themselves
and their families w oh food.
decent clothing. adequate housing and the amenities that lend
to a enjoyable and satisfied He.
and are doing so by employing
the skills the% have acquired.
Furthermore, like es ervone
else. they feel the effects of
inflation
Their
purchasing
power has seen vastls reduced
in the past ks% years, and it has
become increasingly difficulty
for diem to maintain a decent
standard of living. They need
pay increases just to prevent
themsel% es from going into
debt, and it is through collective
bargaining and union solidartts
that t hes can hest assure
t hemsels es of adejaate increases
in salaries and wages
Only by bargaining on a
united, common front can the
uniyersity employees be certain
that their pas increases will be
.ommensurate with their needs.
Therfore. collective bargaining
is a necessity.
I agree that it is unfortunate
that the pay increases will
probably be met by increases in
tuition or on-campus room and

board. However, this is due to
the inadequacies of unisersits
funding and the lack of
sufficient state and federal aid
to state universities, and should
not he blamed on the desire of
the faculty and staff employees
to maintain a decent standard of
hy ing
Another important consideration is that it
university
employ-ees do not receive decent
pay . they may be forced to lease
Maine and look for more
adequately paying jobs. Then.
the chances are immense that
their places would be filled by
less qualified personnel, willing
to work for sub-standard pay.
therefore decreasing the quality
of education at our state
unisersities.
As to your fear that after
receiving the right to bargain
coleletively. the university employes will engage in rampant
strike activity, this would not be
the case. No union enjoys
striking and strikes occur only
after all other as enues of
negotiations has e
Also. I am certain that the
facult% members would seriousIv consider the possible adverse
effects of a strike before
instituting such
a
strike.
(ontrar% to what some might
think, the faculty and staff of the
of
Maine
Unit ersity
are
committed to the needs and
interests of the students.
Otherwise, they would not be
here.
As long as sou attempt to
editorialize about collective
bargaining from your evidently
underinformed vantage point.
sou are doing yourselves, your
readers and the university
employes a great disservice.
Collective bargaining will not

mean disasterous consequences
for the students; instead, it will
mean that the university will be
able to continue to provide
quality
education
for
its
studcns.
Dale Ruttenberg
Perhaps if y•iiu read the
editorial in question a hit closer.
you'll find that now. hyre does it
say We are against collective
bargaining for University employes.
On the contrary. in past
editorials, we have questioned
the role of the university
administration in helping to
write thy enabling legislation. in
view lit the' fact that the /97.i- 76
UM budget request contains a
statement that implies collective
bargaining for university .Moves is undesirable front their
point of view.
What we are worried about is
the faci that to tar, no
arrangements have been made
for student input into such
bargaining—and this is a
serious ()minim if /SAUeS such as
faculty
workloads.
grading
systems. curriculum. etc.. will
by negotiated at a bargaining
table'
II faculty are so concerned
about students having to .foot
the bill for their pay Increases.
why. don't they throw some ot
their weight behind moves .for
increased state funding'
Faculty
want their pay
increases regardless of where
the ',Tones comes from. Where
is thy legislation that will allow
students working for minimum
wage and puffing themselves
thrilugh school. the ability to
bargain For cost -eel living increases.
'
Ed.

Spectator's actions disgust fan
To the editor.

the University Of Maine for this
disgraceful act committed by
the misaligned mind of that
antiquated individual.
Fortunately, a policeman was
placed next to him to thwart any
more asinine and degriperate
acts. Unfortunately the correct
action twhich was not enforced)
was to expel] the decrepid
person.
I have seen this man before.
The excitement of the game did
not cause his actions. In the
future if he is insolsed in
another similar action and I am
a witness, he will have to face
the consequences!!

huddle. a bald-headed, senile.
shit-eating grin stood
up and started pulling away the
chair of one of L.Conn•s black
performers. He continued to
sank the chair until finally the
player stumbled and fell to his
knees. During the entire period
one could see this old dubber.%
eses filled with hatred. The
player couldn't believe what
was happening. Neither could
I!!
If I had had the legal right.
the police would have had to call
for a stretcher!
I has e alreads personally sent
this letter to the player involsed,
coach and entire L'Conn team
offering an apology on behalf of
ass with a

II the
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lasses
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The time is now 5:00 p.m..
Saturday, February 1. 19'S I
have just returned from the
of
vs
Maine
Lmsersity
Connecticut basketball contest
I am writing this letter while
I am still burning with rage
concerning a disgraceful mei.
dent which occurred at the
game.
For those concerned (and the
UM() police ought tel be one of
them) here are the facts:"
I was sitting directly behind
the visitors bench listening to
the UConn coach's strategy..
Just
as the players
were
returning to their seats from the

HOCKEY EQUIPMENT

Float

ILISTimATICIS

OLD TOWN BODY SHOP
SODY A FENOE4 RIEPAIFuNG

Also

Lee and Levi Jeans

PAINTING & WIII-0,140

Accassonnes

GA* OIL & AUTO

auGowspin
MEN SWEAR
SPORTING GOOO's
10 N Main St Old Tr,*,1

OLD TOWN

HOWARD STuNGIFON

To the editor:
Upon returning to my office
the other dav. I found a verv
prettily wrapped package with
a lovely yellow bow on it on my.
desk. A note addressed to
"Mrs. Alice Oakes" was
attached to it which read: -Dear
Mrs. Oakes. Thank you for
personally helping me through
that miserable add and drop
period' An earls valentine for

P.10.

raL

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
S2 75 oer page
Send tor your up to date, 160-page,
mail order catalog Enclose $1 00
tc cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC

MAINS

7-2400

Philip Williams
a P.E. graduate

Valentine acknowledged

--Stuart J Chason

from peewee to senior sizes
Skates by Bauer & CCM
Equipment by Cooper

In the .lanuars 21 issue of the
campus. it was reported tht
university saved $14.527. due to
its "energy-saving practices.I believe the univ ersity wastes
that much in heating lust the
vs asted spaces of the Memorial
m for one winter. The mines
spent (tax money and student
tuition) in heating these useless
areas darge hallways, gymnastics room, and the field house)
may as well be used as kindling
for one of next year's bon
fires-it's certainly doing the
students little good now.
As mans students and faculty
know . it is next to impossible to
get a rackethall court, a good
workout in the weight room, or
use the present facilities for fret
play either during the day or
evening hours. Many of the
students. both men and women,
are also unable to get locker
room space.
Because of the high interest
in the intramural program. it is
evident there is a need for
bigger and better facilities. Last
year. tor example. It% men
entered the basketball -free
throw contest, this scar there
were 241 participants: last year.
there were 114 basketball
teams, this sear there were I IR,
last scar. there were less than
40 racketball teams, this year
there will be more than 60. And
in this vear•s track meet, there
were over 120 participants.
These are hut a few of the
activties offered in the program
and the above figures do not
include the women interested in
using the facilities or those men
who wish to use it for just free
play.
This school is in desperate
need of handball and squash
courts. We could easils use
another eight to ten handball
courts and a couple more squash
courts. We need a much better
weight training facilits. At
present, we have one antiquated

iniyorsat gyni. and not all of its
stations are stork:011e. Our
se-hool's population is nearly
A1(0. and vet mans smaller
schools have better facilities
than we do.
I think it's time for the
university to turn its wasted
areas into useful facilities. We
don't need a gymnastics room
60 feet high; vie don't need a
field house 100 feet high. These
rooms should he converted into
different levels so new courts.
locket rooms. a weight training
room. or any other facilities
needed can be constructed. If
it's going to cost us tel heat this
building, then let's at least pay
to heat useable space. rather
than let the heat rest at the top
of the-se rooms-eventually to
escape and be of no value to
anyone.
I suggest that President
Nes die' and Mr. Westerman
submit a proposal to Augusta to
begin construction this summer. Although the governor
recentl% said there will be a
cutback in university monies.
I'm sure President Neville can
justify to the governor the need
for new facilities. and at the
same time, show some sayings
in heating cost.
It is time for the students to
demand something be done to
modernize and increase the
facilities of the university.
Physical fitness is an important
ideal in the United States.
The President's Council on
Physical Fitness supports the
development of good physical
education programs both at the
elementary and secondary levels. The state of Maine should
support it here.
Physical fitness should he an
objective here. However with
the inadequate facilities we now
have. about the only thing which
can be &se-loped is physical
frustration

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD . SUITE tT 2
LOS ANGELES CALIF 90025
213)477 11474 or 477 5493
Our teseerch material is sow tot
research assistsnce oily.

you! Sincerely. A graduate
student.I would like to express my
appreciation to this unknown
student. It makes all of us in this
office feel especially good when
someone lets us know that we
have been helpful in ans was.
Thanks again.
Alice I. Oakes.
Room 6( Student Scheduling.
Registrar's Office. Wingate' Hall
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Film theatre series makes a brilliant debut
By Bill Gordon

!.,z rile and Bain p/irs

us

1

he Night Porter.

Plans six 'programs.

A&S dean outlines
long-range goals
Haaland also outlined plans for a
Arts and Sciences Dean Gordon Haaland
program of re-eYaluation. Thc dean said he
told his faculty yesterda% they should not
is going to request all departments make a
s•-el threatened by the current skepticism
surrounding the worth of a liberal arts .self eYaluation to ••reexamine the
directions in which v e are heading.
education.
-Fspecially as we head into a period of
Addressing a gathering of ISO Arts and
financial squeeze. it is important we
Sciences professors. at their monthly
become stewards of our own resources...
meetings called Aim college .•the most
he explained.
practical college in the uniyersity. though
Haaland said he will also pursue an
maybe not the most applied.
alma& existing program of Arts and
Ii was Haaland's first faculty meeting
Sciences seminars. which he would like to
since he assumed his duties at UMO this
expand to a regular monthly program.
January. replacing Kenneth Allen as Arts
Calling this a "selfish plan.' Haaland
and Sciences dean
said it is important for him to -keep on
Citing the nation -Y. idc inflation -recestop- of all interdisciplinary topics and
sion. Haaland said the college teaches such
thinks seminars will help him keep up with
practicalities as the economics needed in
the changes.
these times.
"We are a problem -solving college.''
said the 34 -year-old dean. We pla% the
role of a problem-sober and, as such.
assume a distinct sery ice role.''
Haaland said the college's major fault
has been it's "paranoia...
"We'Ye been too protectbe.- he told
the professors. "We should be eager to
Specializing in
gbe our services away to all students
Ora
w
yyitn
Hairpieces
regardless of major. and
programs from other colleges.'
Styling
Haaland outlined six programs that, as
Razor Cutting
dean, he wants to pursue at CM°.
a
program
sabbatical
Calling the current
Walk-in service
good one. Haaland said he vtaild like to
or by appointment.
see other as in which the faculty could
OPEN
further their own education. Besides the
Tues-Thurs..6 a.m. -5:30p.m
sabbatical. Haaland said. the unbersity
Fri.. 8 a.m - 6 p.m.
-leases the facultY alone, for better or

Sat.. 7 a.m - 5 p.m.

Of C • •

Haaland as not specific. but said he
anted to work on a program to enable
faculty to deyelop academically within the
college.

The brilliantly. ambitious American Film
Theatre (AFT) series had a smashing
Second Season opening last week at the
Brewer Cinema with the 1050115 musical
Jacques lire/ is .4 Flue and Well and Living
in Paris. An hour-and -a-half of non-stop
music exploring the old and new facets of
French life. lose, and death, this film
prosed how yibrant the film musical can
he.
Except for a soundtrack that was, at
time. obviou six pre-recorded and later
dubbed. the transfer of the stage musical
to screen made the film a remarkable work
in itself. Es en Jacques Brel himself
appeared in the film, and he made the
audacious experiment of singing -Since
You Went Away- in French. But one
didn't have to understand the lyrics—his
facial expressions made clear the meaning
of ey cry line
Ells Stone. Mort Shuman. and Joe
Masiell comprised the rest of the main cast
as they each appeared as seYeral
characters—a statue of an unknown soldier
cursing the hying for killing him in their
senseless war. a Salvation Army worker
trying to save a young girl from ruit.ng
herself, a matador and the thrill-seeking
crowd of ghouls watching him. a Young
woman remembering her dead child, or a
bohemian playboy bragging about the
things hc really can't accomplish but
nonetheless w ill commie eYery one that he
has.
lhe AFT continues this month with
Dasid Storey •% In Celebration. directed by
Lindsay Anderson and staring Alan Bates.
This is a maryellous coincidence. betause
Lindsay Anderson will be appearing on
campus one week later. on Monday . March
3 under the auspices of the new lx .formed
UMO Film Societs ssith sponsorship by the
Distinguished Lecure Series and Mt•AB.
Word has gotten out from ads anced

screenings of the AFT season that In
Celehratim is the best film in the series.
Other titles in this series include Gableo.
7 he Man in the Glass Booth. and Genet's
lire .fast's with Glenda Jackson and
Susannah York. The only had thing about
the AFT is that it's temby oyer-priced.
certainly for this area in these times. A
season ticket for the fise films costs S20,
and a single admision (if you can't see all)
is S5 for one film.
The great thing about the AEI is that it
brings highl% -praised seorks of the
legitimate theatre to the mass audience of
the film medium.
Supposedly these films will not ht: shown
again after their four screenings from the
AFT. so it's almost a crime that so
many people are being lo out of a series
that promises to present films far superior
than the current deluge of commercial
Liliana CaYani's The Night Porter isn't
exactiv a terabit: moyie. but it's the next
thing to it. This is unfortunate, considering
its cast of Dirk Bogarde and Charlotte
Rampling. and its intentions of showing
the pshychological effects upon those
people sent to the Nazi concentration
camps during WWII.
Everything is had about this movie, and
most of it seems the fault of the director.
Some of the this may hay e been the fault of
the theatre itself. but The Night Porter's
soundtrack is horrendous (static and at
times inaudible) and the Italian actors haYe
been %cry badly dubbed into English. -the
music by Damele Paris is completely
se orthless.
The promises of "romantic pornography.- are just false ads erasing. and Ms.
Cavan' at times blatantly plagianics
Bernardo Bertolucci's The Cionlormty anti
last Tango in Paris. The sex really isn't
except for some gruesome
eYen -kinky
Nan torture. Its simply dull
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of the Maine Campus. published in a
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Problems complicate intramural hockey competition
The clashing of sticks has become a
familiar sound on the Stillwater river basin
this past week as the IMAA round-robin
hocket tournament made its seasonal
debut. But problems that have been
pi-et:dant in recent tears continue
according to director of intramurals. Dave
Ames.
The outdoor rink, which normally takes
forts man-hours to set up etery winter, had

been snow covered on two occasions and
the cost for its remit al. which runs about
fifty dollars has been paid on both
occasions. Also, the league is two days
behind its schedule because of a shortage
of officials. The UM()hockey club has been
helpful in this respect and Ames hopes that
many of these problems will end with the
building of the new arena.
In league action thus far completed
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Lady skiiers win again
In their first big meet of the season
UM0.• women's ski team came up with
another impressit e
performance
ht
outclassing eight other Di'. ision II schools
in the Bates Ins ttational held last weekend.
The UM() girls scored 2q1 points in the
three event meet. Bates %%as second with
2h'points and Keene State took third with
253 points
The Alpine (-tents were held last Eridat
at Lost Valle'. and UMO won both the
slalom and giant slalom esents to take the
lead after the first day of competition.
Out of a field of 4" competitors. UMO
placers in the slalom were Kristen Wiese
who finished second. Linda Lesesque

captured eighth and Leslie Miller took
tenth.
In the giant slalom Kristin Wiese v.as
agialll second. Anne Lance was fourth.
Dawn Pelletier took sixth. Linda Levesque
setenth and Jan Jaber captured 10th.
Sjturdis •s
cross-country es cot was
swept h% UMO with Leslie Miller winning
the etent as she toured the five kilometer
course in a time of 23:Ih. Dawn Pelletier
‘sJ• second in 24:09 anti Brook Merrow
finished third in 25:23.
• Die girls are in action again this
afternoon at Farmington in a state series
meet._

HOLY CROSS
FATHERS

Alpha Gamma Rho, Phi Eta Kappa. Alpha
Tau Omega and Sigma Alpha Epsilon have
reached the semi-finals in the fraternity
di% ision. AGR defeated Sigma Phi Epsilon
4 I Phi Eta over Lambda Chi Alpha 12-3:
A ro beat Tau Epsilon Phi 14-0 and SAE
handled Phi Gamma Delta 5-1.
In thc larger dormitory division
Oak -West defeated York 4-2; Knox took

Hancock 3-2; Stodder A was victorious over
Aroostak 7-0; Penobscot beat Somerset
3-1: Cumberland shut-out the Dunn Myers
2-0; Oxford over Stockier B 4-1 and the
Lewiston Independents defeated Somerset
B 2-1.
Both Teams will resume action this week
Art h four games in each league on tap.
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Bears drop OT thriller to Conn •••
By Teat Balsas
In probably the most exciting basketball
game played in the pit" oyer the past two
seasons the Connecticut Huskies overcame
a valiant comeback effort by Maine to
defeat the Bears 100-90 in oveertime.
The near-overflow crowd which jammed
"the pit" certainly got their money's worth
as both team but on a fine display of
passing and outside shooting with the
Huskies having a little bit too much depth
for the Bears to handle.
Maine looked very impressive in the first
half as they held the lead most of the as
sparked by the red hot outside shooting of
senior co-captain Tom Burns and the
inspired play of sophomore Steve Gavett.
Guard Steve Condon also contributed some
kev hoops in theopening 20 minutes as
both he and Burns scored 12 points and the
Bears went into the locker room up by
six.44-38.
But Connecticut. a team w hich has
consistantly played better in the second
half otthis season. came back in the second
stanza behind the smooth play of Tony
Hanson and the consistam outside
shooting of Al Weston to tic the score at
52-52 with 15:10 remaining in the contest.
The lead changed hands throughout
most of the half and was knotted again at
b5-n5 with 8:30 remaining in the game. But
at this point the well-balanced Huskies
went on a scoring spree and they outscored
the Bears 9-2 met a four-minute stretch
and held a seemingly ins incable "4-6" lead
with just 4:20 to go.
But the Bears kept whittling aY% .1‘ at the
UConn lead and had it down to "4-'1 with
about three minutes to go in the game
before Connecti.ut cashed in at the foul
line to take a "4-"1 margin before the Bears
staged their almost unbeliesable rally.
Trading "9-"I with only two minutes to
go Maine came roaring back to tie the
game and send it inot mertime. Guard
Steve Condon connected on two quick jump
shot from downtown to bring the Bears
within four. The scrappy Bears then came
up with a mina aiefensise play and stole the
ball and Condon was able to het an eass
lay-up on a sneak away 'V" with 1 :33 to
play.. It was here that Maine lost the high
scoring Condon due to fouls and Al Weston
hit two foul shots to boost UConn•s lead
back up to four.
But the Bears weren't dead yet as Dan
Reill% quickly came down the floor and
threw up a 10 footer which was good.
Connecticut's Toney Hanson was intentionally fouled and proceeded to miss two
free throws to open the door for Maine.
And Stese Gay ett came up with hes biggest
plaY as a Black Bear when he hit a

Women cagers
edged by UMPG
UMO's women's basketball team lost a
heartbreaker last Saturda% as the% were
defeated by the Unisersity of Maine at
Portland-Gorham by a close score of 66-62.
The loss evens CMOs record to 1-1 as
they won their first game of the season
easily by defeating Colby College '5-38.
The top players on the squad this season
appear to be juniors !Caren Riley and
Cheryl Higgins. Riley was CMOs leading
scorer in Saturday's game. while Higgins
was the top scorer in the Colby- contest.
Other solid performers for UMO are senior
Deb Westman. junior Data Dalfonso. and
sophomores Linda Merseney and Pat
Hamilton.
Ms. RosaliNilligan. coach of the UMO
squad. seems to have a fine blend of
experience and youth on this year's squad.
Some of the promising freshmen appear to
be Karen Atwood. Cathy Billings and
Joanna Currier.
Maine's next game is this Saturday .
Feb. 8 against the University of Vermont at
Vermont. The Maine State Tournament
will he held here at Orono on March 14th
and 15th. Last year UMO was the
runner-up team in the tourney.

pressure-packed 15 foot jump shot with
only four seconds to go to send the game
into overtime.
Maine took a quick 83-82 lead in the
overtime but were hindered due to the loss
of Condon and Steve Gavett who fouled out
early in the inertime period. The Huskies
came back behind the clutch shooting of
Weston, Hanson and Lee this Wilson to
regain the lead for the final time and they
won going away 100-90.
Maine had a very balanced scoring
attack let by Tom Burns and Steve Condon
with 22 points apiece. Bum's performance

w as a big plus as he showed the ability to
hit consistantly from the outside. Bob
Warner had I" points. Stew Gayett 13.
and Dan Reilly 12. Stese 6avett played a
fine game in the pivot and the UMO
sophomore has been playing very insp. d
basketball of late.
For Connecticut it Has Lee Otis Wilson
with 2h points. 19 of them in the second
half and oyertime. Tons Hanson had 25. Al
Weston 21.
Both clubs shot well from the floor as the
Huskies hit on 48 per cent of their shots
3nd Maine connected for 45 per cent.
Connecticut is now 12-3 on the season

and 4-2 in the Yankee Conference. With
the loss Maine's Yankee Conference record
dropped to 1-5 and their oyerall record
slipped to A-9 Oast night's win over Bates
changed that o% erall record to 7-9i.
Maine's next Yankee Conference clash is
this Saturda% night as the% host the BA'.
Terriers.
SUMMARY:
Connecticut 41001

I.. Wilson 10 031. Hanson 9 71. Weston 8
151. Wright ". E. Wilson 2. Thomas I.
MAINEI901
Burns 10 at. Condon 11. Warner
Gasett h Ili. Reilly 5421. Poplaw sky 1.
Annunziata 1

...claw
'Cats

Burnso!

has been the
LIMO forward Tom Burns
hottest player on the squad In th last two
games against UConn and Bates. He has scored
22 and 21 points in the respective contests.

Tracksters lose first meet
to tough Crimson squad
The UMO
tiack team suffered its
first defeat of the 19'4-'5 season last
.iturda% as the Harvard Cnnison. a
perennial eastern and 1%% League power
defeated the Bears "h-42
There were a number of outstanding
undo idual performances which highlighted
the meet including Gerry Laflamme's
4 12.2 mile and Mel Fnihree•s h-9 high
jump for the Crimson.
Finhree defeated Maine's Stese Leathe
in their confrontation in the high jump. The
night before the meet Embree reached
national prominence as he defeated world
record-holder Dwight Stones in the
Millrose games with a leap of 7-2.
Embrees 6-9 performance in the high
jump set a new meet and field house
record.
Another field
was
house record
established in the mile as Maine's Gerr%
Laflamme set a new PR in running a
blistering 412.2 to set a new school record.
Learnt- was pushed all the way and when
pressured on the last lap was able to hang
on for the win.
Other meet highlights included a record
smashing performance in the triple jump
by Maine•s Dan Cochrane who set new
field house and university standards in that
esent with a leap of 48' 3 3 4".
The only other victory of the day came in
the mile relay with the Bears establishing a
new meet record in that event with a time
of 3:23.1.

I he Harsard meet as the last dual meet
ot thc season for Maine and the loss put
Maine's record at a fine 41 mark. Their
nest meet will he this Saturday as UMO
hosts the Maine Ins national indoor
championships which will begin at I p.m.
in the field house.
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The Maine Bears rebounded from their
heartbreaking o% ernme loss to UConn w ith
an ea.% 99-3 win user outmanned Bates
College in a game played last night in the
Pit -.
Maine had a little trouble getting
untra.ked in the early going as they had
trouble putting the ball in the hoop. Torn
Burns was about the only Bear hitting in
the opening ten minutes and he kept
theBears ahead ot the scrappy Bobcats
But with about eight minutes to go in the
opening halt Maine was able to estalish a
running game and they went on a spree
outs.ormg Bates 10-2. The Maine surge
was sparked by the rebounding of Stese
Gasett and the grind play of Steve Condon
and Dan Reilly. After this oftensiye butst
the outcome of the game was nc%er really
in doubt and the Bears went to the kicker
sim up bv IS 44-2w.
Ii was more of the scam in the setond
half as coach Oiappelle was able to rest the
majorny of his regulars and goe his bench
some mu.J. needed playing time to keep
sharp Solid performances of the bench
were turned in by Bob Zak, Frank
Annunnata. and Stese Fitzpatrick.
But the big man offensively for Maine
again w as Tom Burns who scored 21
points. In the past the UMO forward had
been noted mostly for his defensiye abilits.
but ha has conic on with a soft touch from
the outside to add sonic offense to the Bear
lineup. He now has scored 21 and 22 points
in the last two UMO contests.
Other scorers in double figures for
Maine were Bob Warner with IS, Steve
Gas ett continued to impress as he played a
fine floor game along with picking up 13
points. Bob Zak hie for 12 and Steve
Fltipaturick had 10 coming off the bench.
High man for Bates was Brad Smith who
turned in a Lt)711111CIldabit: performance off
the Bates bench with 16 points. The only
other Bobcat to reach double figures was
Kevin McMaster with 12 points.
With the yietiity Maine's oyerall record
got.% to "-9 as the Bears try- to reach that
.500 mark and hay e their fourth winning
season in a row. Maine's next game is this
Wednesday night as the% tackle the New
Hampshire
Wildcats in
a
Yankee
Conference tussle.
The next home game for Maine will he
this Saturday night As they entertain the
B.0 Terriers.

T

MAINE (99)
Burns 10111, Warner 5151. Gavett 4 (5).
Zak h. Fitzpatrick 3 (4). Reilly 4 (I),
Condon 4. Annunziata 3, Poplaywasky 1 la
Leonard I.
Bates (73)

• CS

Smith 641. McMaster 3(3). Bachellar 4,
Matins 4 (1). Bright 3 (I). Joyce 3.
Goodwin 3. Campbell 2 121. Anders I.
Bruno'. Grove I.

